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Abstract: Micro unmanned aircraft systems (micro UAS)-related technical research is important because
micro UAS has the advantage of being able to perform missions remotely. When an omnidirectional
camera is mounted, it captures all surrounding areas of the micro UAS. Normal field of view (NFoV)
refers to a view presented as an image to a user in a 360-degree video. The 360-degree video is controlled
using an end-to-end controls method to automatically provide the user with NFoVs without the user
controlling the 360-degree video. When using the end-to-end controls method that controls 360-degree
video, if there are various signals that control the 360-degree video, the training of the deep learning
model requires a considerable amount of training data. Therefore, there is a need for a method of
autonomously determining the signals to reduce the number of signals for controlling the 360-degree
video. This paper proposes a method to autonomously determine the output to be used for end-to-end
control-based deep learning model to control 360-degree video for micro UAS controllers. The output of
the deep learning model to control 360-degree video is automatically determined using the K-means
algorithm. Using a trained deep learning model, the user is presented with NFoVs in a 360-degree video.
The proposed method was experimentally verified by providing NFoVs wherein the signals that control
the 360-degree video were set by the proposed method and by user definition. The results of training
the convolution neural network (CNN) model using the signals to provide NFoVs were compared,
and the proposed method provided NFoVs similar to NFoVs of existing user with 24.4% more similarity
compared to a user-defined approach.

Keywords: micro unmanned aircraft systems; surveillance; 360-degree videos; deep learning;
normal field of view; end-to-end controls

1. Introduction

Micro unmanned aircraft systems (micro UAS) [1] equipped with a camera [2–4] have been used in
applications such as traffic surveillance and hobby filming. In addition, data collected from the micro
UAS is used to perform real-time monitoring, providing wireless coverage, remote sensing, search
and rescue, delivery of goods, precision agriculture, and civil infrastructure inspection for various
civil applications [5–7]. Micro UAS has the potential to revolutionize the science, practice, and role of
remote sensing in a variety of applications [8]. As micro UAS technology advances, providing various
applications for user convenience is possible.

To perform a task, the micro UAS flies autonomously based on the pilot’s control or the waypoint
set by the pilot [9–11]. During the flight, the camera mounted on the micro UAS captures its surrounding
environment. To photograph or track an object for the micro UAS task, it shoots autonomously as
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well as through a camera attached to the micro UAS [12–14]. The micro UAS controls its direction
to photograph or track the objects, or the camera attached to the micro UAS controls its controllable
gimbal in the direction of the objects to be photographed or tracked. When an omnidirectional camera
is attached to the micro UAS, the surrounding environment can be photographed without controlling
the gimbal.

Using the micro UAS equipped with an omnidirectional camera, the surrounding environment
is photographed. The user controls the generated 360-degree video in the direction to be viewed
and confirms the objects. The 360-degree video can be automatically controlled based on the objects
captured [15–17]; during this process, we require methods to recognize the objects as well as to control
the 360-degree video by prioritizing objects. Normal field of view (NFoV) [17] refers to a view presented
as an image to a user in a 360-degree video. A problem encountered when tracking one or more objects
is that a method is required to provide the NFoVs in a 360-degree video without specifying the objects
in it and to allow the user to intuitively view the 360-degree video and specify the NFoVs.

To provide NFoVs, the 360-degree video can be intuitively controlled via the end-to-end control
method [17]. The video control signal used herein is the signal that provides NFoV in a 360-degree
video. The number of video control signals and video control signals provided to the user is specified
by the user, and NFoV is provided using the video control signals inferred based on the images
contained in the 360-degree video. If the object you want to observe is on the edge of the NFoV,
the screen will change frequently and cause dizziness. There may also be unused video control signals
if the user directly sets the video control signals to control 360-degree video. Therefore, there is a need
for a method for automatically determining video control signals suitable for 360-degree video.

This paper proposes a method of automatically generating representative video control signals
to automatically control 360-degree video for micro UAS controllers. The user views the 360-degree
video, maneuvers it in the direction of the objects, and collects the resulting 360-degree video and
video control signals. The video control signals to be used as the output of end-to-end control–based
deep learning are automatically generated by classifying the collected video control signals through
the K-means algorithm [18]. A method for training end-to-end control–based deep learning model is
proposed using generated video control signals. Based on the collected 360-degree video and generated
video control signals, the deep learning model learns to control the 360-degree video. The trained deep
learning model is used to control the 360-degree video, and the user is provided with the NFoVs.

In this approach, NFoVs are automatically provided by the captured 360-degree video;
the generated video control signals are set based on the purpose of the video. The proposed
method explores possibilities in terms of collecting training data for the user to intuitively train the
deep learning model without tagging objects, and the possibility of automatically providing NFoVs
using 360-degree video, regardless of flight.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces related works in this
area of study; Section 3 proposes a method for calculating NFoVs for micro UAS controllers using
360-degree videos; Section 4 discusses the experimental results to validate the proposed method;
and Section 5 presents the conclusions of this study.

2. Related Works

This section introduces the autonomous flight of micro UAS to track objects and describes a method
of controlling a 360-degree video to capture the objects.

2.1. Autonomous Micro UAS for Survaillence

To capture fixed objects, a method to designate the waypoints for the micro UAS flight path is
used [9–11]. The object is photographed through a camera mounted on the micro UAS, which flies
autonomously based on the waypoints. The pilot sets the waypoints of the micro UAS by considering
the locations of the object to be photographed. It is thus possible to shoot objects with a camera attached
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to the micro UAS as it flies autonomously with a set flight path; however, if a camera is attached to the
micro UAS, it is necessary to set the flight path considering the direction of the camera during flight.

A method that shoots fixed objects by utilizing a three-dimensional (3D) map in which a micro
UAS is flying has been developed [19–21]. The 3D map must be configured before the flight of the micro
UAS; based on the constructed 3D map, the A* algorithm is used to plan the flight path. However, it is
difficult to express moving objects in a 3D map that is constructed in advance. When there is a change
in the position of the object to be photographed, the micro UAS may not be able to capture it because
of the viewing angle of the camera relative to the object during flight. For this reason, a method of
finding the objects to be photographed and controlling the gimbals or micro UAS is needed.

Micro UAS fly around an object and photograph it based on its position [22,23]. Based on the
position of objects, particle swarm optimization is used to specify the location where the micro UAS
will fly. Alternatively, the micro UAS decides the position to fly based on the position of the object
set by the user. Where the micro UAS will fly, the micro UAS will fly in a circular path based on the
position of the object and shoot the object with the camera. The micro UAS shoots moving objects
based on the set position.

A method for shooting object based on an image previously captured by a micro UAS was
previously developed [24–26]. Using the features of the object, it checks whether there is an object
in the area being photographed by the camera mounted on the micro UAS. To recognize the object,
algorithms such as landmark, deep learning, support vector machine, and particle filter are used to
realize if there is an object in the image taken from the micro UAS. If there is an object, the position of
the object is calculated by using the position of the micro UAS, the inertial sensor, and the object in the
image. The object is captured by tracking the moving object using the change in the position of the
object. However, in order to track a target using an object tracking technology, an object’s position
input or labeling of an object for tracking is required. There is a need for a method for tracking objects
without inputting its position or labeling the objects.

When the camera is mounted on the micro UAS to capture the objects to be monitored, a method of
controlling the camera is required owing to the limitations with the camera’s viewing angle. Because the
omnidirectional camera shoots all around it, when it is mounted on the micro UAS, the surroundings
of the micro UAS can be captured without the pilot having to consider the camera’s orientation during
the flight of the micro UAS. However, there is still a need for a method to control 360-degree video
from an omnidirectional camera.

2.2. 360-Degree Video Control

A method to track an object included in a 360-degree video taken with an omnidirectional camera
and provide users with an NFoV has been previously developed [15,16]. Objects set by the user are
extracted from the captured 360-degree video. The object is selected by setting priorities among the
objects and NFoV is provided to the user based on the 360-degree video position of the object having
the highest priority. When tracking two or more objects, a method of providing an NFoV that considers
the relationship between objects is needed.

A saliency map is constructed based on the 360-degree video to determine the NFoV to be
provided to the user [17]. Users are provided with the highest score in the saliency map as the NFoV.
To calculate the saliency map, the score of each object must be set. If there is a similar score, the change
in the NFoV provided to the user may be significant. It is difficult to specify the objects that the user
should intuitively observe. When photographing one or more objects, calculating the situation of the
surrounding objects and providing them to the user is necessary.

A method has been developed to provide NFoVs by controlling 360-degree videos using end-to-end
controls. This provides the user with an NFoV as a video control signal inferred by inputting a 360-degree
video. However, if the video control signals for the cube are specified, the boundaries of the NFoVs
may not be natural; if the video control signals are specified in detail, unused video control signals may
be included; if insufficient video control signals are specified, there may be NFoVs that user cannot
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access. Thus, there is a need for a method that automatically calculates video control signals and
controls 360-degree video based on end-to-end controls.

3. End-To-End Control-Based 360-Degree Video Control Method Using Video Control Signal
Generation Based on K-Means Algorithms

This section describes the process of calculating the NFoVs provided in captured 360-degree
videos using end-to-end controls. A method of training a convolution neural network (CNN) model
using 360-degree video and generated video control signals is introduced, and a method of providing
NFoVs to a user using video control signals inferred using the trained CNN model is described.

3.1. Overview

A method to provide users with NFoVs containing objects in the 360-degree video during the flight
of a micro UAS equipped with an omnidirectional camera is shown in Figure 1. In this paper, the ‘objects’
are those that the user observes using the 360-degree video. A ground control station (GCS) transmits
control signals to the omnidirectional camera–equipped micro UAS to make it fly autonomously.

The 360-degree video captured and stored every set time during the ith flight of the micro UAS
is defined as Video Vi, with Vi = [vi,1, vi,2, ..., vi,t, ... ]. The user can watch the Video Vi recorded
through the micro UAS’s omnidirectional camera during in ith flight. The 360-degree video captured
at time t is defined by Image vi,t. Image vi,t comprises all surroundings of the micro UAS through
a omnidirectional camera mounted on the micro UAS at time t.

The 360-degree video taken from the micro UAS’s omnidirectional camera is delivered to the
GCS, which calculates video control signals to control the 360-degree videos for the NFoVs with the
objects using the received Video Vi. Video Control Signal Set Si = [si,1, si,2, ..., si,t, ... ] is defined as
a video control signal for calculating the NFoV of the objects using Video Vi. The video control signal
for controlling Image vi,t at time t is defined as Video Control Signal si,t.

The data collection stage allows users to view the 360-degree video and collect video control
signals that maneuver it in the direction of the objects. The 360-degree video control data are devised
from the collected 360-degree videos and video control signal sets. Preprocessed 360-degree video
control data are constructed to be used to train deep learning models, which is accomplished in the
model training stage.

In the model training stage, by inferring the 360-degree video input and video control signal onto
it, the deep learning model shows improvement over the video control signal of the preprocessed
360-degree video control data.

In the video control stage, the NFoVs are provided to the user using the trained deep learning
model. In the GCS, Video Vi and Video Control Signal Si are delivered to the user. The NFoVs
calculated by 360-degree images and video control signals are defined as NFoV Ni, described by [ni,1,
ni,2, . . . , ni,t, . . . ]. NFoV ni,t is a view provided to the user as a result of controlling the 360-degree
image depending on the video control signal; it is calculated using Video Vi,t and Video Control
Signal si,t. NFoV ni,t contains objects for observation; users can use either a head-mounted display or
a 360-degree video play application to identify NFoVs with objects.
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Figure 1. In the process of micro unmanned aircraft systems (micro UAS) autonomous flight, a 360-
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At this stage, a method is used to collect 360-degree video control data based on end-to-end 
control in order to provide an NFoV of the objects, as shown in Figure 2. When using end-to-end 
control, the user can intuitively set the NFoV with the objects. The user views the 360-degree video 
and controls it in the direction of the objects, checks the 360-degree image included in the 360-degree 
video and checks the NFoV by maneuvering in the direction of the objects. The Video Control Signal 
si,t and Image vi,t generated in this process are collected as part of the 360-degree video control data. 
NFoV ni,t is provided when Image vi,t is controlled by Video Control Signal si,t. 

Figure 1. In the process of micro unmanned aircraft systems (micro UAS) autonomous flight, a 360-degree
video captured by an omnidirectional camera is used to provide a normal field of view (NFoV) to the user.

3.2. Data Collection Stage

At this stage, a method is used to collect 360-degree video control data based on end-to-end
control in order to provide an NFoV of the objects, as shown in Figure 2. When using end-to-end
control, the user can intuitively set the NFoV with the objects. The user views the 360-degree video
and controls it in the direction of the objects, checks the 360-degree image included in the 360-degree
video and checks the NFoV by maneuvering in the direction of the objects. The Video Control Signal
si,t and Image vi,t generated in this process are collected as part of the 360-degree video control data.
NFoV ni,t is provided when Image vi,t is controlled by Video Control Signal si,t.
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Figure 2. Process of generating 360-degree video control data that provides an NFoV using a 360-degree
image and a video control signal.

The preprocessing method using the collected 360-degree video control data is shown in Figure 3.
It is a pseudocode for generating preprocessed 360-degree video control data through preprocessing
based on 360-degree video control data as shown in Algorithm 1. In the defined video control signal
extraction step, representative video control signals are extracted; if all values that can be represented
by the video control signals are used, the representative κ video control signals are used to address the
increased complexity. The specified κ video control signals are defined as defined video control signals
s’κ, composed of video control signals that, like Video Control Signal si,t, control 360-degree video.
The video control signals collected by the K-means algorithm [18] are analyzed to extract the defined
video control signals. The κ video control signals are designated to control the NFoVs in which the
objects can be placed, and the defined video control signals are set using the results of classification by
the K-means algorithm using the collected video control signals, as shown in Equation (1).

arg min
S′

κ∑
j=1

∑
Si,tεS

‖Si,t − S′ j‖2 (1)

where S is {S1, S2, . . . Si, . . . } and S′ is {S′1, S′2, . . . , S′κ}
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Figure 3. Preprocessing to input 360-degree video control data into the deep learning model.

Video control signals encoding is performed to input video control signals included in 360-degree
video control data to a deep learning model using defined video control signals. The labeling of Si is
defined as a Control Label Set Li, described by [li,1, li,2, ..., li,t, ... ]. Control Label li,t is the index of s’κ.
Video Control Signal si,t finds the nearest defined video control signal with the Euclidean distance
and sets the Control Label li,t, as shown in Equation (2). The end-to-end control–based deep learning
model is learned using Video Vi and Control Label Set Li.

li,t = arg min
j

EuclideanDistance
(
Si,t, S′ j

)
(2)
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for generating preprocessed 360-degree video control data using 360-degree video
and 360-degree video control signals.

FUNCTION GeneratePreprocessed360-DegreeVideoControlData WITH V, S
SET κ←CALL Number of video control signal generation
SET S′←CALL K-means algorithm (S, κ)
FOR i←1 to S THEN

FOR t←1 to Si THEN
SET li,t←CALL Index of nearest defined video control signal (Si,t, S′)

SET Li←Li∪{li,t}
END
SET L←L∪{Li}

END
RETURN V, S

END

3.3. Model Training Stage

The process of training to provide the user with the objects based on the collected preprocessed
360-degree video control data is shown in Figure 4. Algorithm 2 is a pseudocode showing the
process of learning a deep learning model. In the deep learning model-based control training process,
preprocessing is performed so that the collected preprocessed 360-degree video control data can
be input to the deep learning model based on videos and video control labels. Image vi,t and the
Control Label li,t are extracted, and the Control Label li,t is converted into a one-dimensional array by
performing one-hot encoding based on the number of defined video control signals. Deep learning
model which infer the Control Label li,t based on Image vi,t is trained. Image vi,t is input to the deep
learning model to infer a one-dimensional array of the number of defined video control signals.
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A video control signal that controls 360-degree video is inferred through the deep learning model,
as shown in Figure 5. Each image is input into the deep learning model as shown in Equation (2),
and features are extracted as the output from the deep learning model. Each feature is defined as
Feature fi,t, and they are represented in a one-dimensional array. The size of the one-dimensional array
of features is identical to the number of defined video control signals. In the deep learning model,
a process is performed to extract the features of images. Image vi,t is input into the deep learning
model, as shown in Equation (3).

f i,t = DL(vi,t) (3)

where DL denotes the deep learning model.
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The deep learning model is learned by the difference between the Feature fi,t and the Control
Label li,t. Feature fi,t is converted into Control Label li,t through the softmax function, as shown in
Equation (4).

li,t = Softmax(f i,t) (4)

In the deep learning model modification process (depicted in Figure 4), the deep learning model
is modified by comparing Feature fi,t and Control Label li,t inferred from the deep learning model.
The correction value is returned to the deep learning model, which is then modified.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for training deep learning model using preprocessed 360-degree video control data

FUNCTION TrainDeepLearningModel WITH V, L
FOR i←1 to L THEN

FOR t←1 to Li THEN
SET l’i,t←CALL Video Control Label Encoding with One-Hot Encoding (li,t)

SET L’i←L’i∪{l’i,t}
END
SET L’←L’∪{L’i}

END
FOR ε←1 to Training Count THEN
SET i←CALL Random extraction

SET t←CALL Random extraction
SET fi,t←CALL Inference Deep Learning Model-based Feature (vi,t)

SET value←CALL Compare Feature and Control Label (fi,t, l’i,t)
CALL Modify Deep Learning Model
END
RETURN Trained Deep Learning Model

END

3.4. Video Control Stage

This stage involves the process of providing an NFoV that shows the user the main objects in the
360-degree video, as shown in Figure 6. In the ‘video reception’ process, a 360-degree video shot at the
micro UAS is input. The 360-degree image input at time t is Image vi,t. Algorithm 3 is a pseudocode
that generates a video control signal to provide NFoVs by using the received 360-degree video.
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The deep learning model-based video control inference process calculates video control signals
based on the 360-degree video; 360-degree images are input to the deep learning model to infer
control labels, which are in turn used to generate the video control signals in the video control signal
postprocessing process. The Control Label li,t is converted to the Video Control Signal si,t as shown in
Equation (5). The Video Control Signal si,t is set to the defined video control signals of the index with
the highest value of the Control Label li,t.

si,t = s′ arg max
k

li,t (5)
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During video control signal transmission, the calculated video control signal is transmitted to
the user; the video is controlled based on the video control signal to output the NFoV containing the
objects. An NFoV ni,t is calculated as shown in Equation (6) using an Image vi,t and a Video Control
Signal si,t.

ni,t = SetNFoV (vi,t, si,t) (6)

where SetNFoV denotes a function accepting Image vi,t and Video Control Signal si,t and predicting the
corresponding NFoV ni,t.

Algorithm 3 Pseudocode for generating 360-degree video control using trained deep learning model

FUNCTION VideoControlSignalGenerationUsingDeepLearningModel WITH Vi,t
SET fi,t←CALL Inference Deep Learning Model-based Feature (vi,t)
SET li,t←CALL Softmax(fi,t)
SET si,t←CALL Generate video control signal (li,t, S′)
RETURN si,t

END

4. Experiments

This section describes the approach used to validate the proposed method for micro UAS
controllers. The 360-degree video control data is collected via end-to-end control using 360-degree
video. The proposed method and the existing algorithm are compared and analyzed.

4.1. Dataset

In order to evaluate the proposed method, four athletes moving around playing basketball in
a school were filmed using an omnidirectional camera, as shown in Figure 7. The 360-degree video, of
size 1920 by 1088 pixels, was filmed at 30 frames per second, and each video was collected in about
three minutes. A total of 39 videos were collected; 34 of them were used as 360-degree video control
data, while the other five were used as evaluation data.

The omnidirectional camera used in the experiment was Ricoh theta Z1 [27]. Two wide-angle
lenses can be used to shoot up to 4K (3840 by 1920, 29.97 fps). The omnidirectional camera was
equipped with a four-channel microphone for recording sound. It also utilizes its own built-in sensor
to provide image stabilization. As the athlete was below the micro UAS, the athletes were attached to
the underside of the micro UAS’s body to shoot the athletes. Athletes were filmed at five different
locations, including cloudy weather, sunny weather, and a little cloudy weather.
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4.2. Process of Generating 360-Degree Video Control Data Based on End-to-End Control

This process involves collecting 360-degree video control data using 360-degree video. Through
a smartphone-based application, the user controls the 360-degree video based on the objects in it.
The NFoVs are generated by controlling the 360-degree video, as shown in Figure 8; it was photographed
to be able to identify the athletes playing basketball. The video control signals were collected differently
as the place where the athlete exercised or the position of the athlete changed.
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Using the K-means algorithm, κ was assigned to 26 by using the video control signals of the
collected 360-degree video control data. The total number of defined video control signals was 26,
and the video control signals consisted of 16 values. The user defined 26 directions to provide all
the screens of 360-degree video. Automatically generated video control signals generated by the
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Figure 9 shows the result of converting the collected 360-degree video control data into Control
Label Li. When the first and 30th video control signals were converted into control labels, the K-means
algorithm was converted into 12 and six control labels, and the user definition was converted into
eight and four control labels. When the athletes were photographed for the first time, the movements
of the athletes were higher, and for the 30th, the movements of the athletes were relatively less than
that of the first shot. The results of this experiment confirm that the K-means algorithm represents the
video control signal well by approximately 1.5 times.
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4.3. CNN Model and Training Result that Generates Video Control Signal to Control 360-Degree Video

The deep learning model used to verify the experiment used a CNN model. Table 1 shows a CNN
model for inferring video control signals according to a 360-degree video. The video is converted
to a 270 by 480 pixel gray image and input to the CNN model. Convolutional layers consist of one
dropout, three convolution, and three max pooling layers. The final result is deduced from the
output layer using the results calculated in the convolutional layers.

Table 1. Components of the CNN model.

Layer Type Configurations

Input Layer Input image 270 by 480 grayscale image

Convolutional Layers

Convolution Number of outputs: 32, kernel size: 1 by 1, strides: 2
Max Pooling kernel size: 3 by 3
Convolution Number of outputs: 32, kernel size: 3 by 3

Dropout -
Max Pooling kernel size: 3 by 3
Convolution Number of outputs: 32, kernel size: 3 by 3, strides: 2
Max Pooling kernel size: 3 by 3

Output Layer Fully
Connected 26 by 1 matrix

Figure 10 shows the change in learning rate during 40,000 epochs using the CNN model.
The K-means algorithm–based learning rate converged higher (to 0.0016) than the user definition–based
learning rate (which converged to 0.0005). In the case of training the CNN model based on user
definition, the learning rate was lower than the K-means algorithm because the control label did not
change much during the shooting of the athletes. The averages of the difference between the converged
learning rate and the learning rate from the 10th learning rate (the beginning of the interval where the
learning rate does not decrease rapidly) until the end of the learning were compared. The averages of the
differences were 0.0005 for the K-means algorithm and 0.0004 for the user definition. The averages
of the differences were not much different. In addition, it can be confirmed that there were many
sections wherein the user-defined learning rate increases rapidly compared to the learning rate of the
K-means algorithm.
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4.4. Experimental Results and Performance Analysis

The results were compared with the collected video control signals using user definition–based as
well as K-means algorithm–based defined video control signals, as shown in Figure 11. The difference
between the K-means algorithm–based defined video control signals and the collected control signal
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was 2679.53, and the difference between the user-defined video control signals and the collected control
signal was 11,947.28. The K-means algorithm–based defined video control signals better represent the
collected video control signals than the user-defined video control signals. When the video control
signal was automatically generated by the K-means algorithm, the difference was consistent with
the collected video signals. However, when the control signal is generated based on user definition,
the difference occurs differently according to 360-degree video. There was a small section, such as
a 360-degree video of 15, 26, among others, or a section with a lot of difference, such as a 360-degree
video of two, four, 18, 29, among others.
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The user evaluates the 360-degree video and collects the video control signals. The collected video
control signals were compared with the proposed method and the user definition-based video control
signals. The proposed method changed the screen 122 times in the 360-degree video, while in the
case of user definition, the screen was initially set as shown in Table 2. It was thus verified that the
proposed method is more detailed than the user-defined method. The proposed method naturally
changes NFoVs according to the athlete’s movement. However, although the user definition method
has athletes in NFoVs, NFoVs did not change according to the movement of the athletes. For example,
if the athletes were on the border within the provided NFoV, the user definition method did not move
the NFoV, but the proposed method changed the NFoV so that the athletes were at the center.

Table 2. Number of screen changes in 360-degree video.

Index Proposed Method User Definition

1 1 1
2 1 1
3 9 1
4 72 1
5 39 1

Total 122 5

5. Conclusions

The proposed method generated video control signals for end-to-end control-based deep learning
to automatically control 360-degree video. To automatically control the 360-degree video, video
control signals for controlling the 360-degree video and the 360-degree video were collected. Using
the collected video control signals, video control signals for use in end-to-end control-based deep
learning were generated through the K-means algorithm. The deep learning model is trained using the
collected 360-degree video and the generated video control signals. The trained deep learning model
automatically controls 360-degree video and provides NFoVs to the user.
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In the experiment, the training results were analyzed using the CNN model. It was found that
based on end-to-end controls, it is possible to generate video control signals that control the 360-degree
video, and in the process, the complexity can be reduced by using the K-means algorithm. Using this
method, the various NFoVs required by the user could be provided.

Future work entails developing a method to observe the best deep learning model to provide
NFoVs to users. There is a need for a method for improving deep learning performance by preprocessing
360-degree video by using object recognition technology and object location technology; such as object
tracking. There is a need for a method for increasing the learning rate of a deep learning model by
removing unused portions of 360-degree video.
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